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Substack: Dead Man Walking
The crowning propaganda achievement of the next phase of authoritarian
eradication of free speech is the theatrical takedown of Jack Teixeira.
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*** 

Substack’s days are numbered. The email newsletter platform is increasingly under attack,
most recently by the ADL. The organization wrote on April 3 that Substack “continues to
attract  extremists  and  conspiracy  theorists  who  routinely  use  the  site  to  profit  from
spreading  antisemitism,  misinformation,  disinformation  and  hate  speech.”

The latest salvo by ADL against the First Amendment dovetails with a congressional push to
further erode liberty with its draconian RESTRICT Act. There are a number of tweets that
encapsulate the latest threat to liberty, but Substack no longer allows tweet embeds, thanks
to  an  absurd  ego-colliding  tiff  between  Substack  CEO  Chris  Best  and  Twitter  boss,  Elon
Musk.

The RESTRICT Act is dressed up as a response to Tik Tok and China. Contrary to this
propaganda, it will be used primarily to sanitize the internet and squash (and criminalize) all
speech diverting from USG narratives.

“The Restrict  Act  Completes  the  Overthrow of  the  US Constitution,”  writes  Paul  Craig
Roberts.  “The  purpose  is  to  silence  all  dissent  from  official  explanations.  Truth  is
criminalized. Propaganda and lies will reign supreme and unchallenged. The Matrix will be
complete.”

Connor O’Keeffe writes for the Mises Institute,

With its  vague language,  the bill  gives the government much leeway in defining what
qualifies  as  illegal  information.  We’ve  already  seen  government  officials  and  their
friends  in  media  conflate  antiestablishment  arguments  with  foreign  disinformation.
They’ve even falsely labelled accurate news stories as foreign disinformation. It’s not
hard to see these same people using the powers granted to them by the RESTRICT Act
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to criminalize certain dissenting views under the guise of counterintelligence.

The crowning propaganda achievement of the next phase of authoritarian control over free
speech is the theatrical  SWAT takedown of 21-year-old patsy Jack Teixeira,  a low-level
National Guard airman that, according to The Washington Post, somehow managed to get
his hands on highly classified CIA and DOD documents. This is highly improbable, but then a
blindsided American public is routinely fed improbable lies, exaggerations, and omissions by
the USG and its corporate propaganda media.

CNN describes the event as a “carefully choreographed arrest,” and I’d agree with that
assessment, although not as a result of the “Biden administration’s scramble” to contain
sensitive leaks. The theatrical takedown of Mr. Teixeira is a propaganda event designed to
bolster further eradication of dissent and grease the skids for the passage of RESTRICT.

The Washington Post has a documented history of working with the CIA to disseminate
propaganda,  so  when  we  learn  that  the  newspaper  “wrote  about  the  presence  of
problematic  content  on  Substack,  noting  its  use  by  spreaders  of  false  information,”
according to the ADL, we know for certain Substack will be brought to heel. (For more on the
CIA’s takeover of the media, see The CIA and the Press: When the Washington Post Ran the
CIA’s Propaganda Network, by Jeffrey St. Clair and Alexander Cockburn).

Add to this the Digital Services Act. It is “the EU’s latest incoming tech rulebook requiring
them to stamp out illegal content on their platforms… including social media giants like
Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and Twitter. These include quickly taking down flagged illegal
content, including hate speech,” Politico reported last October. The corporate propaganda
conduit conflated “hate speech” (that is, speech contrary to the narratives of the state) with
“child pornography and terrorist videos.”

According to Slate, the Digital Services Act (DSA),

while  written  to  protect  EU  residents,  will  almost  certainly  lead  social  media  firms  to
change their moderation policies worldwide. Thus, with the DSA, the EU will effectively
be doing what the First Amendment ostensibly prohibits our own government from
doing: regulating the editorial judgments made by social media platforms on which
Americans communicate with each other.

The jaws of the authoritarian vice are tightening. In the near future, the ability to express
your  opinion  will  be  terminated  if  it  runs  counter  to  official  government  narratives.  All
avenues of expression are to be tightly monitored, moderated and censored at the behest of
the state.

“The Biden administration is looking at expanding how it monitors social media sites and
chatrooms  after  U.S.  intelligence  agencies  failed  to  spot  classified  Pentagon  documents
circulating online for weeks,” NBC News reported on April 12. “The administration is now
looking  at  expanding  the  universe  of  online  sites  that  intelligence  agencies  and  law
enforcement authorities track.”

Undoubtedly, this will  include Substack, one of the last remaining platforms where free
speech is permissible without the heavy-handed interference of the state, and the narrowly
focused and highly politicized censorship agenda of the ADL and other anti-First Amendment
organizations.
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